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Introduction of HNUST

湖南科技大学简介
Hunan University of Science & Technology (HNUST), located in Xiangtan city where is the hometown of

the esteemed leader Chairman Mao Zedong and the world-renowned artist Master Qi Baishi, is a
comprehensive and key provincial university with a long history and profound cultural heritage, offering a wide
array of disciplines. It is co-constructed by the State Administration of Science, Technology and Industry for
National Defense and People’s Government of Hunan Province, a "Double Tops" construction university in
Hunan Province with the right to grant doctoral, master's, and bachelor's degrees at the third level. It is
honored as an “Outstanding College” of the undergraduate teaching evaluation by the Ministry of Education; a
college among the “Excellent Engineer Training Program” by the Ministry of Education. Furthermore, it is
among the first “Top 50 Universities for Innovation and Entrepreneurship” and one of the “Top 50 Universities
for Graduates Employment”.

HNUST, which evolves from Northern Hunan Construction College founded in 1949, is established on
November, 2003 by merging two separate universities: Xiangtan Polytechnic University and Xiangtan Normal
University. It has been accredited by the Ministry of Education and People’s Government of Hunan Province.
HNUST covers an area of 3,107 mu (207.2 hectares) with floor space amounting to 974,300 m².

As a complex of 20 schools, a graduate school, an independent college, a college for adult education and an
international education college, HNUST offers 98 undergraduate programs in eleven genres of
disciplines—philosophy, economics, law, education, history, science, engineering, agriculture, management,
literature and arts, 30 postgraduate programs, and 8 doctoral programs.

HNUST owns a high-qualified teaching faculty of around 1,679 out of over 2,600 employees, 350 of whom
are full professors and 1690 are doctorate holders. As of now, HNUST enjoys a nationwide enrollment of over
44104 full-time students, along with a burgeoning community of international students. It boasts one
national-level teaching team, 7 provincial-level teaching teams, 2 national-level experimental teaching
demonstration centers, 1 national-level virtual simulation experimental teaching center, 1 "Excellence Project"
off-campus practical education base of the Ministry of Education, 8 national-level first-class courses, 110
provincial-level first-class courses, 74 provincial-level excellent courses, key courses, and high-quality courses.
Since the 12th Five Year Plan, we have won 2 national first-class teaching achievement awards and 84
provincial and ministerial level teaching achievement awards.

Over the past seventy years, we have thrived by the principles of education, fostering innovation through
reform, and accelerating the development of high-level comprehensive universities.
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Introduction of International
Education College

International Education College of HNUST was established in 2017, co-located with the
International Exchange Office and the Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan Affairs Office of
Hunan University of Science and Technology. The college has always adhered to the vision of a
community with a shared future for mankind, opening a new chapter in international
education in an innovative era, promoting the internationalization of school education from a
global perspective, and striving to build a high-level comprehensive university with distinctive
characteristics, domestic first-class and international influence. The college has actively
established good cooperative relationships with nearly 40 universities in more than 16
countries and regions, including the United States, the United Kingdom, Russia, Australia,
Germany, Italy, Sweden, Austria, Ireland, Japan, South Korea, Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam,
as well as Taiwan and Macau in China. In 2015, it was approved for the first time as a
"National High end Foreign Expert" and the "Hunan Province Foreign Experts Hundred
Talents Plan".

Since being approved for international student enrollment in 2011, the university has 18
colleges and 58 majors that recruit outstanding students from around the world. The scale of
international students has grown rapidly, with international students from 21 different
countries. The student training has achieved multi-level full coverage of undergraduate,
masters, and PhD programs, forming a training system that focuses on academic education
and supplemented by long-term and short-term Chinese language training. The annual
enrollment scale is over 100 people, and currently there are more than 200 international
students on campus.
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3. Disciplines & Majors
Bachelor’s Program

Discipline
Mining Engineering Civil Engineering

Safety Engineering Water Supply and Drainage Engineering

Environmental Engineering Engineering Mechanics

Emergency Technology and Management Engineering Management

Mechanical Design Manufacture& Automation Building Environment &Energy Application

Detecting& Control Technology and Instrument Electrical Engineering and Automation

Vehicle Engineering Automation

Mechatronic Engineering Electronic and Information Engineering

Industrial Engineering Communication Engineering

Intelligent Manufacturing Engineering Robot Engineering

Computer Science and Technology Chemistry

Information Security Applied Chemistry

Internet of Things Engineering Chemical Engineering and Technology

Software Engineering Pharmaceutical Engineering

Data science and big data technology Energy Chemical Engineering

Chinese Language and Literature Architecture

History Urban Planning

Journalism Landscape Architecture

Advertising Visual Communication Design

Education Product Design

Education Technology Environmental Design

Applied Psychology English

Primary Education Teaching Chinese to Speakers of Other Language

International Economics and Trade Exploration Technology and Engineering

Business Management Geographical Science

Physical Education Geographic Information Science

Surveying and Mapping Engineering

Length: 5 years for Architecture and Urban Planning; 4 years for the other majors

Master’s Program
Discipline

Mechanical Engineering Chinese Language and Literature
Instrument Science and Technology International Chinese Language Education
Machinery Journalism
Computer Science and Technology The history of China
Software Engineering Electronic and Information
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Discipline
Electronic and Information Control Science and Engineering
Design Studies Electrical Engineering
Master of Fine Arts（MFA） Education
Architecture Psychology
Materials Science and Engineering Physical Education
Chemistry Applied Economics
Chemical Engineering and Technology Business Management
Materials and Chemicals Finance
Subject Teaching(Chemistry) Accounting
Resource and Environment (Environmental
Engineering) Civil and Water Conservancy
Resource and Environment (Safety Engineering) Civil Engineering
Resource and Environment (Mining Engineering) Surveying and Mapping Engineering
Mining Engineering Geological Resources and Geological Engineering
Safety Science and Engineering Resources and Environment (Geological Engineering)
Artistics Resources and Environment (Geomatics Engineering)
Fine Art and Calligraphy Foreign Language and literature

Subject Teaching(English)
Written Translation

Length: 3 years

Doctoral Program
Discipline

Applied Economics
Mining Engineering

Safety Science and Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Software Engineering
Civil Engineering

Chemistry
Length: 4 years

4. Campus Life
HNUST attaches importance to international academic exchange and cooperation. Up till now,

the university has cooperated with over 40 universities including USA, UK, Australia, Japan, and

over 15 universities in Taiwan. International students enrolled are from 24 different countries. Until

now, the number of international students in HNUST is up to 200. Over the past three years, HNUST

has recruited the high-end foreign experts for 6 patches and maintained over 10 foreign teachers

constantly.
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5. Why choose HNUST

The university holds 23 teaching colleges, continuing education colleges and international
education colleges, with 97 undergraduate majors covering 11 disciplines such as science,
engineering, literature, education, philosophy, law, economics, management, art, history, and
agriculture. Engineering, chemistry, computer science, and materials science have entered the top 1%
of ESI's global rankings, with 3 first-level disciplines as postdoctoral research stations, 8 doctoral
degree authorization points, 30 Master's degree authorization points, 17 Professional Master's Degree
Authorization Categories, and the recommended qualifications for outstanding undergraduate
graduates to pursue master's degree programs without taking exams, as well as the promotion
qualifications for the "Master's Teacher Program". It has 1 "world-class cultivation discipline" in
Hunan Province, 5 key disciplines in the 14th Five Year Plan of Hunan Province, 1 advantageous
characteristic discipline group in Hunan Province's universities, and 3 national defense characteristic
disciplines. We have 24 national first-class professional construction sites, 8 national characteristic
majors, 28 provincial-level first-class professional construction sites, 17 provincial-level
characteristic majors, and 1 national comprehensive reform pilot major.

11 disciplinary

categories

3 first-level discipline

postdoctoral mobile

stations

8 doctoral degree

programs in first-level

disciplines

30 Master's degree

programs in first-level

disciplines

17 Professional Master's

Degree Categories

AWide Range Of Specialties
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The school currently has 2600 faculty members, of which 1679 are full-time teachers, 350 hold
senior professional titles, and approximately 65% are doctoral degree teachers. We have one national
"863 Plan" theme expert, three candidates for the "Ten Thousand Talents Plan", three candidates for
the "Yangtze River Scholars", two talents for the "Four Batches", two candidates for the "Hundred
and Ten Thousand Talents Project", one winner of the National Excellent Youth Fund, one young
and middle-aged expert with outstanding contributions to the country, one national outstanding
professional and technical talent, one role model of the times, one national model teacher, two
national excellent teachers, and one national most beautiful teacher, Two candidates for the "New
Century Excellent Talent Support Plan" of the Ministry of Education, and one“Huang Danian
style ”teacher team from national universities.

Well-qualified Teaching Staff

Faculty :2600

1679 full-time teachers
65% own doctorate degrees
350 hold senior professional titles

professional titles
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Beautiful Campus

The school covers an area of 3003.88 acres, with a building area of 1.1634 million square
meters. The total value of teaching and research equipment is 651.3 million yuan, and the total
amount of paper and electronic literature is over 7.43 million copies.

The campus is picturesque with cherry
orchard in spring , lotus in summer ,
osmanthus in autumn, plum blossom in
winter. The flowers and trees compete all
year round, with Ming Lake, Moon Lake,
and Sun Lake complementing each other.
With complete infrastructure such as a real
ice gym, Taekwondo gym, basketball gym,
and fencing gym, it is an ideal garden for
reading and learning.

Well-equipped Facilities & Abundant Resources
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Campus Highlights

Student Support Services
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6. Fees & Scholarship

Note: HNUST International Education College reserves the right of interpretation of these fees

Scholarship Program for Language Students
One Belt and One Road Language Student Scholarship of Hunan Province
It covers
Tuition Fee: CNY 17000/Year
Accommodation Fee: CNY 5000/Year
Registration Fee: CNY 400
Insurance Fee: CNY 800
Text Book Fee: CNY 800
One Belt and One Road Language Student Scholarship of HNUST
It covers

Fees for 1-Year Chinese Language Student Program
Tuition CNY 17,000 / year

Accommodation
Double Room CNY 500 /Month; Single Room CNY 1,000 /Month
(Free for students from “One Belt One Road” Countries )

Registration CNY 400

Books About CNY 800 /Year (adjust depending on the actual books used)

Electricity About CNY 0.59 / kilowatt hour (>5 kw-hr /month each room)

Insurance CNY 800 /Year

Other fees
Medical Examination: CNY 160~500
160~500 CNYResidence Permit: CNY 400 /Year
400 CNY/YearFees for Bachelor/ Master/ Doctoral Program

Tuition

Bachelor’s program (Liberal Arts): CNY 15,000 /Year
Bachelor’s program (Science and Engineering): CNY 17,000 /Year
Master’s program (Liberal Arts): CNY 20,000 /Year
Master’s program (Science and Engineering): CNY 22,000 /Year
Doctoral program (Liberal Arts): CNY 24,000 /Year
Doctoral program (Science and Engineering): CNY 26,000 /Year

Accommodation Double Room CNY 500 /Month; Single Room CNY 1,000 /Month

Registration CNY 400

Books About CNY 800 /Year(adjust depending on the actual books used)

Electricity About CNY 0.59 / kilowatt hour (>5 kw-hr /month each room)

Insurance CNY 800 /Year

Other fees
Medical Examination: CNY 160~500

Residence Permit: CNY 400 /Year
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Tuition Fee: CNY 17000/Year
Accommodation Fee: CNY 5000/Year

Scholarship Program for Degree Students
Bachelor’s degree student scholarship program
It covers
Tuition Fee: CNY 15000/Year or CNY17000/Year (depends on your major)
Accommodation Fee: CNY 5000/Year
Allowances for Living Expenses: CNY 6000-10000/Year (depends on your former
school performance and the interviewing results)

Master’s degree student scholarship program
It covers
Tuition Fee: CNY 20000/Year or CNY 22000/Year (depends on your major)
Accommodation Fee: CNY 5000/Year
Allowances for Living Expenses: CNY 15000-25000/Year (depends on your former
school performance and the interviewing results)

Doctoral degree student scholarship program
It covers
Tuition Fee: CNY 24000/Year or CNY 26000/Year (depends on your major)
Accommodation Fee: CNY 5000/Year
Allowances for Living Expenses: CNY 39000-65000/Year (depends on your former
school performance and the interviewing results)

7. Documents Required
1. Digital Photo (requirement: color 2-inch certificate photo with no border on white background,

head accounting for 2 / 3 of photo size, photo size not less than 320 * 240 pixels, height width

ratio of 4:3, size of 100-500kb, JPG format)

2. The Information Form of Family Members

3. The digital scan of Passport

4. Foreigner Physical Examination Form (within 6-month validity period)

5. The digital scan of a Certificate of the highest diploma（or proof of expected graduation ）with

certified English translation

6. Copy of HSK 4 Certificate above 180 or HSK5/6 (for degree study) with score report of HSKK.
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7. Non-Criminal Certificate (within 6-month validity period)

8. Official Transcript with certified English translation

9. Two Letters of Recommendation from professors or associate professors (for Master’s Program/

PhD program) in English

10. Research Proposal (more than 800 words for Master’s Program and more than 3000 words for

PhD program)

11. Applicants for studying Art are required to submit their own panting or design works

12. Scanned copies of Published Academic Papers or other Research Results(for Master’s Program/

PhD program)

13. Applicants are required to provide a 5-minute self-introduction video for HNUST initial review,

and upload it to HNUST International student application system (http://hnust.at0086.cn/

StuApplication/Login.aspx). It should be in either Chinese or English, and include an applicant’s

academic background, study plan, personal strengths, and aspired career choice upon graduation.

Note: 1.Applicants with Economics or Management foundation and have studied Higher

Mathematics are preferred for applying Master’s Program in the Business School.

2.Applicants with Economics or Management foundation and have studied Calculus, Linear

Algebra, Probability Theory and Mathematical Statistics are preferred for applying PhD

programs in the Business School.

8. Application and Admission Procedures
►Online application: http://hnust.at0086.cn/StuApplication/Login.aspx；

►Download the “Foreigner Physical Examination Form” and “The Information Form of

Family Members” from the website http://dwll.hnust.edu.cn/zlxz/lhlx/index.htm.

►Fill in the “The Information Form of Family Members” and do physical examination at the

local public hospital as requested. The medical examinations must cover all the items listed in the

Physical Examination Record for Foreigner. Incomplete records or those without the signature of the

attending physician, the official stamp of the hospital or a sealed photograph of the applicants are

invalid. The medical examination results will be valid for 6 months.

► Hunan University of Science & Technology organizes expert panel to review application

documents and make the final selection.

► A video interview or face-to-face interview will be held by International Education College

for applicants whose documents are approved.

► Admission result will be sent by email in the application system.

► Admission Notice and Visa Application Form (Jw202) will be posted to applicants as soon

as they are ready.

http://hnust.at0086.cn/ StuApplication/Login.aspx
http://hnust.at0086.cn/ StuApplication/Login.aspx
http://hnust.at0086.cn/StuApplication/Login.aspx
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► All master and PhD applicants must take an interview organized by corresponding colleges

before officially enter into school. Those who failed in the interview will not be admitted.

Note: The application documents will NOT be returned regardless of the result of application.

9. Accommodation Information
► Single-bed room at Residence Hall：CNY1000/Month

►Double-bed room at Residence Hall (shared by two)：CNY500/Month/Person.

The Residence Hall is a separate 6-storied building, which can hold 280 international students.

The building is equipped with entrance guard system and monitoring system. There is a public

kitchen, dining hall and laundry place on each floor, equipped with public refrigerator, washing

machine, Electromagnetic furnace and dining tables and chairs.

Each room is provided with a bedroom, an independent living balcony, an independent

washroom, two individual beds, two wardrobes, two bed stands, air-conditioner, and hot water meter.
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10. Application
Identity: Non Chinese citizens with good physical，mental health and excellent academic and

moral character.

Ethical Requirements: Have no criminal record, and comply with the laws and regulations

of the Chinese government and the school's rules and regulations.

Age requirements: Applicants are required to be high school graduates or above, aging

16-35 years old, applicants for a bachelor's degree must not exceed the age of 25，applicants for a

Master's degree must not exceed the age of 30.

11. Contact Us
Ms. Jiang Ms. Zhou

Tel: +86 0731 58291917

E-mail: faoffice@hnust.edu.cn (Only for application consulting)

Application system website: http://hnust.at0086.cn/StuApplication/Login.aspx

Address: International Education College, Hunan University of Science and Technology

NO. 1 Taoyuan Road, Xiangtan City, Hunan Province, P. R. China, 411201

mailto:faoffice@hnust.edu.cn
http://hnust.at0086.cn/StuApplication/Login.aspx
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